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1. INTR~DIJCTI~N 
Infinite nsor products of C*-algebras, and even more specially 
of the complex 2 x 2 matrices, have been of great importance in 
operator theory. For example, the perhaps most fruitful technique 
for constructing different types of factors, has been to take weak 
closures of infinite nsor products in different representations. In 
addition, some of the C*-algebras ofmain interest, those of the 
commutation and the anticommutation relations, areclosely related 
to infinite tensor products of C*-algebras. Since we can also apply the 
theory, when all factors inthe infinite nsor product are abelian, 
to measure theory on product spaces, we see that he theory of infinite 
tensor products of C*-algebra m y have great potential importance. 
In the present paper we shall study the infinite tensor product VI 
* 
of a C*-algebra b with itself, viz. 2l = @ 23{ , where b, = 23, 
i = 1, 2,..., and then show how information the C*-algebra ‘$l 
leads to both new and known results on the different subjects men- 
tioned in the preceding paragraph. IfG denotes the group of one-to- 
one mappings of the positive integers onto themselves leaving all 
but a finite number of integers fixed, then G has a canonical represen- 
tation as *-automorphisms of 2X, namely as those which permute the 
factors inthe tensor product. Then ‘8 is asymptotically abelian with 
respect toG in the sense of [Id], h ence the theory of such C*-algebras, 
as developed in [Id] and [27], is applicable to ‘3. Our main concern 
will be with the G-invariant states of 2l. Such states are called sym- 
metric. If p is a factor state of 23 then the product state 6 p of QC is 
a symmetric factor state of %. The results in[17] apply to give exact 
descriptions f when & p is of the different types I1 , I, , III , II, 3 
48 
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or III, see Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.4. If 93 equals the 2 x 2 
complex matrices such a result has earlier been obtained byGlimm [7]. 
The symmetric states of 9t are then shown (Theorems 2.7 and 2.8) 
to form a (Choquet) simplex, the extreme points of which consist 
exactly ofthe closed set of product states 6 p with p a state of 8. This 
result is a direct non commutative generalization of a theorem of 
Hewitt and Savage [IO] on symmetric measures of infinite Cartesian 
products of a compact Hausdorff space with itself (Theorem 3.1), 
thus the interest of the theory to probability theory. 
Guichardet [S] has pointed out that he study of the anti-commuta- 
tion relations is equivalent tothat of the infinite t nsor product of 
the 2 x 2 matrices. Hence the results mentioned above can be 
applied to the anti-commutation relations. We shall as an example 
(Theorem 4.1) discuss an alternative proof of a theorem of Shale and 
Stinespring [Z.5] characterizing theextreme universally invariant 
states of the Clifford algebra. 
In order to study the commutation relations we shall assume the 
underlying real inear space is nice enough, as it was in the case 
studied by Girding and Wightman when they found different types 
of factor epresentations of the commutation relations, see[20]. 
Then the C*-algebra ofthe commutation relations is ufficiently close 
to being the infinite nsor product of type I, factors to make it 
possible toapply the techniques described above for finding the types 
of different product states (Theorem 5.1). Our results are sharper 
but less general than the similar ones obtained byGlimm [7]. However, 
it seems quite likely that his techniques apply in order to extend 
our results ohis more general situation, butwe feel this problem 
falls outside the scope of this paper. 
In the last section a closely related extension of the theory in 
[16] and [17] is studied. IfYl is a C*-algebra and G a group represented 
as a large group of *-automorphisms of ‘u, so we have a more general 
situation than that studied above, then two distinct extremal G-invar- 
iant states of2l cannot be quasi-equivalent (Theorem 6.1), hence not 
* 
unitarily equivalent. In particular, if ‘9t = @ b( as described above, 
or if % is the C*-algebra of the commutation relations discussed 
above, then two distinct s ates p1and pZ of b give rise to states of‘?I 
which are not quasi-equivalent. More specially, if they are pure states 
of b then 6 pi and & pa are pure states of5X which are not unitarily 
equivalent. Thus, if B is not abelian, % has an uncountable number 
of non-equivalent irreducible representations. For this ee also [8]. 
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Another result (Theorem 6.2) shows that if G equals the additive 
group of real numbers and is by a strongly continuous representation 
represented asa large group of *-automorphisms ofVI, then the 
description of the types of the G-invariant factor states of9I is exactly 
the same as that given when 5U = @ !Bi and G the group of finite 
permutations of the positive integers. This theorem is an improvement 
over a theorem of Hugenholtz [11] arising from quantum statistical 
mechanics, and is also less general but sharper than a similar one in 
[17]. It should be mentioned that this ection can be read indepen- 
dently of the rest of the paper. 
If % is a C*-algebra with identity always denoted by 1, then a 
state of % is a positive linear functional p of ‘3 such that p(l) = 1. 
Then there is a Hilbert space !& , a *-representation 7rD f‘% on $j3, , 
and a unit vector x, in $j, cyclic under z-~(%), such that p = wzp o VT~ ,
where wzp denotes the vector state ((*)x0 , x0). p is said to be a factor 
state ifthe weak closure nO(‘91- ofrP((u) isa factor. p is of type X if 
7rP(21)- is a von Neumann algebra of type X, X = I, , n = 1,2 ,..., co, 
11i , II, , Ill. If p’ is another state of ‘3 then p and p’ are said to be 
unitarily (resp. quasi, algebraically) equivalent if T,, and 7~~’ are unitarily 
(resp. quasi, algebraically) equivalent. rr,and ZT,,’ are unitarily equiva- 
lent if there is an isometry V of a),, onto 6, such that ‘IT,(A) = 
V~O(A)V-i for all A in 9I. They are quasi-equivalent if there is a 
*-isomorphism (xof ~~(‘3) onto rr,(‘%)- such that no(A) = or(n,(A)) 
for all A in ‘$I, and they are algebraically equivalent if~~(a)- and 
~O(‘91)- are *-isomorphic. 
We recall from [d] the definition of 6 113, . Let !Bi ,i = 1, 2,..., 
be a C*-algebra with identity Ii. For each integer n let @ bi denote 
the algebraic tensor product of 23, ..., 23, . For each 23,” let pi be a 
faithful *-representation of B3, on a Hilbert space !&. Then their 
tensor product @ ni is a representation of @ ?& on the Hilbert space 
tensor product 6 sji of $j r,..., 9,. In this Gay a norm jl /I* is defined 
n 
on Q ?Bi .Let 6 b, denote the C*-algebra which is the completion 
?a n 
of Q b, in this norm. If m > n denote by vnm the canonical imbedding 
12 
which carries @ A, onto (8 A,) @ ( @ Ii). Then & bi is defined 
?I n ?I<i<?TZ 
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as the inductive limit of this inductive system of C*-algebras. We 
denote by & the canonical imbedding 
which carries @ Ai onto (0 Ai) @ ( @ Ii). We denote by vj the 
canonical imbed”ding of23, inio 6 Bi .I;;; = B for each i, 2l= & 8,, 
* * 
and p is a state of !B, we denote by @ p (or just @ p) the state @pi 
of 91, where pi = p for each i. This state is the unique state of ‘% 
such that if Ai E Bi and Ai = li for all but a finite number of indices, 
then 
For further terminology and results on infinite nsor products we 
refer the reader to the paper of Guichardet [S]. 
If ‘$I is a C*-algebra and G a group, we say 2X is asymptotically 
abelian with respect toG if there is a representation g + -r9 of G as 
*-automorphisms of ‘8 and a sequence g, in G such that if A, B E ?I 
then 
li,m I/[~,,(4 Blil= 0, 
where [ , ] denotes the Lie commutator. This definition s slightly 
stricter han that used in [16], but is the one relevant for the present 
paper. We refer the reader to the two books of Dixmier [4] and [.5] 
for the general theory of von Neumann and C*-algebras. 
We would like to use this occasion tocorrect anerror in the proof 
of [17, Thm. 4.11 p ointed out to us by Doplicher. Inthe proof we 
cannot conclude that the functions F and G are equal on all of 
Minkowski space, hence in the theorem we must assume ‘9X(00) 
is a factor. 
2. SYMMETRIC STATES 
Let B be a C*-algebra with identity. Let 23, = b, i = 1, 2,..., 
and let % = 68, . Let G denote the group of finite p rmutations 
of the positive integers iV, i.e., an element g E G is a one-to-one 
map of N onto itself which leaves all but a finite number of integers 
fixed. Then g defines a *-automorphism, also denoted by g, of ‘H by 
g (c 0 A”) =2 0 4J(i) 7 
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where A, = I for all but a finite number of indices. Following the 
terminology ofHewitt and Savage [IO] we say a state p of ‘3 is 
symmetric fp is G-invariant, i.e., ifp og=pforallgEG.Foreach 
integer n we denote by g, the permutation 
g,(k) =
t 
2”-1 + k if 1 < k < 2n-1, 
k -p1 if 2~4 < k < 2n 9 (1) 
k if 2” < k. 
LEMMA 2.1. With the notation i troduced above let A, B E ‘$l. Then 
hence 5X is asymptotically belian with respect toG. 
Proof. We may assume I] A 11 < 1, 11 B [/ < 1. Let E > 0 be given. 
Then we can choose afinite integer m and operators A’, B’ E 9X such 
that A’ = C Q Aii , B’ = C @ B,, , where ASi = I for i, j > m, 
and B,, =‘l ‘for K, I > mk, ‘and such that 11 A - A’ 11 < ~/4, 
I/ B - B’ ]I < c/4. Ch oose nso that 2”-l > m. Then [ g,(A’), B’] = 0, 
hence 
Ilk,(A), Bill = K&d4 -&W B + &&wB - B’) + P’ - B)bzW) 
+ mn(4 - &W)II 
d II g&q - g?w)II  BII + II &w)II I 23 - B’ II 
+ II B’ - B II I g&U + II BII I gn(4 - g&UI 
-==I E, 
since g, is an isometry. 
This lemma makes the results in[I61 and [I71 applicable to ‘3 and 
G. It is immediate that if p is a state of b then the product state 
&$ p on 2l is symmetric. Our first result describes the type of & p 
in terms of p if p is a factor state. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 8, = B be a C*-algebra with identity. Let 
9I = &23*, 
* 
and let p be a factor state of d. Then @ p is a factor 
state of 9l. Moreover 
1) & p is of type I1 if and only if p is a homomorphism. 
2) & p is of type I, if and only af pis pure and not a homomorphism. 
* 
3) @ p is of type II1 if and only if p is a trace and not a homo- 
morphism. 
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4) & p is of type II, if and only if wzp j ~#!3)’ isa trace, and p 
is neither pure nor a trace. 
5) $J p is of type III if and only if ozp 1 TT@)’ is not atrace 
Proof. Let % = n,,(s)-. Assume wTp 1 %’ is a trace. Then 
oz / [!R’ x,] %’ is a trace. Since x, is separatmg and cyclic for [‘R ~~1%’ 
as icting onthe Hilbert space [W x,], wz is a trace on its cornmutant 
(‘ill’ x,] !?I[%’ q,] [4, p. 891. For each i= l”, 2 ..., let xi = x, , 9$ = %, 
$ji = 8, , and let x = (xi). Then in the notation f[S] and by [8, 
Prop. 2.91 
for all A E a. By [S, Cor. 2.11, @ p is a factor state of ‘K For each 
integer n,let 
The projections P, form a monotonically descreasing sequence in
the von Neumann algebra & !Ri, acting on & !& , see [S]. The 
sequence P,converges strongly to the projection P = inf P, in &!t$ . 
Now w@,JP) = lim,w@,,JP,) = 1, so @X~E P, hence P is in 
particular nonzero. Let & denote the canonical imbedding of the 
von Neumann algebra & ‘?& into 6 ?Rii . Then wBz 1 P&( 6 %JP 
n i-=1 * 
is a trace. Infact, let @ A, and 6 B, belong to &J ‘iRj . Then 
i=l 
i=l i=l i=l 
%%#?n(@ 4 ado &I p> 
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and the assertion follows by continuity and linearity. Since operators 
of the form &m(A), A E 6 ‘Sii , n finite, are weakly dense in & 9& , 
i-l 
is a trace. Inparticular & ‘$$ is a factor of either type I or II. It is 
now an easy application of [I71 to complete the proof of the theorem. 
Indeed, if w,+ / %’ is not a trace then, since QT@,(‘%)’ 1 & %i, wgz# 
cannot be a trace on nap(%)‘. By [17, Thm. 3.11, @ p is of type III. 
Conversely, if@ p is of type 111; wzP 1 9X cannot be a trace by the 
first part of the proof. Thus 5) is proved. 
Assume wzP 1 !R ’is a trace, so by 5) and [I7, Thm. 3.11, (& ‘9&)’ 
is a finite factor with mOr, as the trace. If ‘$ # C-the scalar 
operators-then (& %J’ 3 ‘& ‘%i is infinite dimensional, hence 
(& pi)’ is Of type 11i . Since @ p is pure if and only if p is pure 
[8, Cor. 2.21 2) f o 11 ows. Since, & YXi s finite ifand only if wBzi acts 
as a trace on it [17, Thm. 3.11, 3) follows. Since 1) is trivial nd 4) is 
the only remaining case when (6% !R2,)’ is of type II1 , the proof is 
complete. 
Remark 2.3. With ‘8 and p as above, @p is never of type I, , 
l<n<co. 
If bi = M, , the complex n x n matrices, the above theorem can 
be stated more explicitly. If p is a state of M, then there exist n
orthogonal unit vectors yr ,..., yn in Cn and real numbers Ai, 
0 < Aj < 1, j = l,..., n, such that cj h.j = 1 and p = Cj Xiwl/, . 
Moreover, we can choose the numbering so that 0 < h, < .*. < h, 
< X, < 1. Even though the yj’s are not necessarily unique, the 
numbers hi are. They are called the eigenvalues forp. Then Theorem 
2.2 has the following immediate corollary, which is closely related to
the works of Bures [21]. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let 2~3~ = M, , i = 1,2 ,..., n > 2. Let 2X = 6 Bi . 
Let p be a state of M, with eigenvalues X, > -*- > X, . Then & p is a 
factor state of 2I, and 
1) ($pisoftypeI,ifandonlyifh, = 1. 
2) & p is of type II9 if and only if X, = s-s = A, = l/k, 
l<k<n. 
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3) &pisoftypeII,ifandonlyifA, = -em = A, = l/n. 
4) 6 p is of type III if and only iffor some j, 0 < A,+l <Xj < 1. 
With n = 2 this result has been shown by Glimm [7, pp. 587-5891 
by quite different methods. In this case Powers [14, Thm. 4.81 
showed that if p and p’ are states ofM2 then @ p and @ p’ are alge- 
braically equivalent ifand only if p and p’ have the same eigenvalues. 
It is quite plausible that an extension fhis arguments will make it 
possible toexhibit more non-isomorphic type III factors when n 3 3. 
It might also be expected that in view of Corollary 2.4 it might be 
possible toexhibit non isomorphic type II, factors by his methods. 
However, this does not work for we have 
PROPOSITION 2.5. With Bi = M,, , % = 6 bi , then all product 
* 
states Q p of ‘$I of type II, are algebraicalt’y equivalent. 
Proof. Let p be a state of Mn with eigenvalues hi = **a = X, = l/k, 
1 < k < n. In the notation fthe proof of Theorem 2.2 Sii s spatially 
isomorphic to M, Q C, . Operators of the form &(A), A E @ !Rzi , 
n finite are dense in & ‘Sii . For such an A the map 
n 
rl :hJn,(A) pm - p&&q p, 
making use the notation in the proof of Theorem 2.2, is isometric 
in the 11 II,-norm defined by the trace wozi . Indeed with A = 
C 0 Ai E 0 % 9 n 
II %dA) p 1122 = %z~p~n(A)* PA(A) PI 
= %xibLn(4* %LW) 
=limw c%&Ln(A)* Pm$n,(A)) 
= ~@&nw* QL,(A)) 
= II QJn,(4 pn 11; * 
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so that 7 is an isometric somorphism. By [4, p. 2991 P & 91tzP isa 
c 
hyperfinite Il,-factor 1IM. Thus & !l$ is isomorphic to %I @ S(5), 
where S(fi) denotes the bounded operators onthe separable Hilbert 
space 4$. Since all hyperfinite II,-factors a eisomorphic [4, p. 291-j 
the proof is complete. 
We now investigate th symmetric states of ‘% = 6 ?&, !& = 23. 
Since 21 is asymptotically abelian with respect o the group G of 
finite p rmutations ofthe positive integers (Lemma 2.1), the sym- 
metric states, denoted by I(%) in [16], form a simplex [16, Thm. 3.61; 
see also [23]. Let p = wz o rp be a symmetric state. Then there is a 
unitary representation g 2 U,,(g) ofG on a0 such that vO(g(A)) = 
w9~P(A)UP(g)-1, and U,(g)x, = X, for all g E G. Let Q) denote 
the center of the von Neumann algebra r&%X)- and b(p) the fixed 
points in (J(p) of the automorphisms U,(g) *U,(g)-l, so8(p) = 
600) n U(p)‘, where U(p) = (U,(g) : g E G}. By [ld, Thm. 3.11 
there is a unique normal G-invariant positive linear projection @,
of ~JZl)- onto s(p) which plays an important role in the theory. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let bi = b be a C*-algebra with identity,  = 1,2 ,...  
Let 58 = 6 !I$ .Let p be a symmetric state of%. Let g, denote the 
permutation deJined by (1). Then for all A E ‘%, 
@,(~AA)) = weA Iif;” U&,) ~~(4 U&,)-‘. (2) 
Proof. It clearly suffices to consider operators A of the form 
4 = k&%$3 .-- 0 44, where #8 is the canonical imbedding of 
@ 8, into @ 23$ defined in the introduction. Letg E G. Let m be an 
mteger so large that operators ofthe form I1 @ .** @ II, @ B, @ a**, 
with the m first factors equal to 1, are left fixed by g. Choose 12 so 
that max{s, m> < 2”-l. Then 
UAd U&n) ~0) ud&-’ u,(W = UA,aJ no(A) u&J-‘. (3) 
Let D be a weak limit point of the sequence {U,(g,)?r,,(A)U,(g,)-l). 
Then by [16, Lem. 5.31, f) EC(~), so by Eq. (3), D E b(p). But there 
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is at most one limit point of this equence inb(p), namely cP,(nO(A)) 
(cf. proof of [26, Thm. 3.11). Thus (2) follows. 
We can now give acharacterization of pr duct states a being the 
extremal symmetric states. The theorem should be compared with 
the results of Thoma [241. We first recall from [Id] that asymmetric 
state p is said to be strongly clustering f or all A, B E 21, 
lip &@) B) = ~(4 P(B). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let 23$ = 23 be a C*-algebra with identity, i= 1,2,... 
Let 2I = & 8i , and let pbe a symmetric state of K Then the following 
three conditions areequivalent. 
1) p is a product state & o, o a state of !B; 
2) p is an extremal symmetric state; 
3) p is strongly clustering. 
Proof. By [I6, Thm. 5.41 and Lemma 2.6 2) o 3). It is a straight- 
forward argument much like that given in the proof of Lemma 2.1 
to show that every product state is strongly clustering. Hence it 
remains tobe shown that 3) * 1). Assume pis strongly clustering.We 
have to show there is a state o of s such that if 
then 
(4) 
Let v, denote the canonical imbedding of %i into ‘9I defined inthe 
introduction. Let wi = (p 1 &$3i)) 0vj . Since p is symmetric 
Wi = wi for all i, j. In order to prove 4) we use induction. 4) is trivial 
for n = 1. Assume it holds for n - 1. Let E > 0 be given. Choose 
m > 7t so large that, using the induction hypothesis, 
= I P(g,(Pn(An)) AZ-d4 0 *** 0 4-l)) 
- PoPn(An)) Pw&% 0 *.* 0 441 
< E. (5) 
Now there is a permutation g E G such that g(j) = j if 1 < j < n, 
and A4 = &W 
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Since E is arbitrary, Eq.(4) follows, and p is a product state. The 
proof is complete. 
The simplexes with closed extreme boundaries have very nice 
properties and are all affinely isomorphic tothe probability measures 
on some compact HausdorfI space [3]. It turns out that the simplex 
I(‘%) of symmetric states of 9I has closed extreme boundary. If X is a 
compact Hausdorff space we denote by C(X) the (abelian C*-algebra 
of) continuous complex functions onX. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let !Bi = 23 be a C*-algebra with identity. Let
% = @ Bi . Let I(‘%) denote the simplex of symmetric states of ‘3, 
and let al(%) denote the extreme points of I(2l). Then the map p -+ & p 
is a homeomorphism ofthe state space S(b) of ?I3 onto aI( Thus there 
is a G-invariant positive linear map sf, with @(I) = I of % onto a norm 
dense subset of C(S(8)) such that its adjoint map @* is an afine 
isomorphism of the regular p obability measures onS(B) onto I(%). 
Proof. Let pry -+ p in S(B). Let S, ,..., S, denote a finite s t of 
operators in‘?I. Then by a uniform approximation we may assume 
each S, is a finite sum of operators ofthe form &(Ail @ 1.. @ Aikl). 
Considering each element in the sum we may even assume 
si = *,kpi1 0 
1 = l,..., ki> 
-** @ A&, j = l,..., n. Since (Ai, : j = l,..., n, 
is a finite s t of operators inB we can find 01 such that 
I Pa&d - P(4) I is arbitrarily small. Hence, given E > 0 we can 
find 01 such that 
for j = l,..., n. Thus I @ ~~($4 - 0 P($) I < e, and 0 pa - 61 p 
in the w*-topology. Therefore the map p -+ @ p is continuous inthe 
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w*-topologies. Conversely, if@ pa -+ @ p in the w*-topology, then 
clearly its restriction to each factor converges, othat pII -+ p in the 
w*-topology. By Theorem 2.7 the map p + @ p maps S(B) onto 
aI( Since it is clearly one-to-one itis a homeomorphism. The rest 
of the theorem follows from [16, Thm. 3.91. 
A fuce of the simplex I(cU) is a convex subset F such that if w E F, 
w’ E I(%) and for some real X > 0, w’ < hw, then w’ E F. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let the notation beas in Theorem 2.8. If X denotes 
any one of I, II1 , II, , III, let I(%), = {p E I(%) : 7~~(%)- isa von 
Neumann algebra oftype X}. Then I(%), is a face of I(%). 
Proof. Let pl,pzEI(%),, O<X<l, p=Apl+(l-Ax)p,. 
By [I6, Thm. 3.11, in the notation introduced before Lemma 2.6, 
there exist positive operators Bj E B(p), j = 1, 2, such that 
pi = wBj”p ‘:I To . Let Pj = [r$&)B,xJ. S ince Bj E K(p) in particular, 
and x, is cyclic for rr,(%), Pi equals the range projection f Bi , 
hence Pj E C(p). Now rQj can be identified with the representation 
A + Pjr,,(A) of2l. By hypothesis tis of type X. Let ‘% = ~,,(‘$I)-. 
Then P,% and (Pz - PIPz)% are both of type X. Let P = P1 v P2 = 
PI -t P2 - PIP2 .Then P E K(p), and 
WE,(P) = ~+Q@) + (1 - ‘1 wB,q,e,(p) = ” 
Since x, is cyclic for %, it is separating on its center, hence P = I. 
Thus % = PI% + (Pz - PlP2)% is of type X, p EI(~I)~, so I(‘%), 
is convex. 
Let w E I($%), p E1(2I), , X > 0, and o < Ap . As in the preceding 
paragraph there is a positive operator B in 23(p) such that 
‘IJ = wBzp ’ =o 9 and such that its range projection P satisfies 
77$2I)- = PTrp(%)- is of type X. Thus w E I(‘%), , and I(%), is a face. 
If p EI(%), X as above, then the central projection E, in C(p) 
onto the type X portion of ~~(a)- is invariant underthe automorphisms 
u,(g) .u&Y- H ence E, E 23(p). Thus p can be uniquely decomposed 
into aconvex sum of states inthe different se s I(%), . We have shown 
COROLLARY 2.10. In the notation fLemma 2.9 I(%) is the convex 
hull of the faces I(%), X = I, II1 , II, , OY III. 
Often I(rU), will be dense in I(%), and sometimes even I(%), will. 
As an example we have 
THEOREM 2.11. Let bi = 23 be a factor different from the scalars. 
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Let ‘3 = & 23,. Then I(‘%) III is dense in I(‘%). IfB is of types II or III 
then also I(%), is dense in I@). 
Proof. Let X denote ither I or III. By Lemma 2.9 I(%), is a face 
of the simplex I(‘%). Since M(‘$l) is closed (Theorem 2.8), the closure 
of I(‘%), is a face of I(‘%) due to a theorem of Alfsen [I, Thm. 11. 
The weakly continuous states of b are all factor states. Hence an 
application of Theorem 2.2 shows that M(2I), is dense in al(%), 
and so the closure of I(%), is equal to 1(2I). If8 is of type II or III 
then the pure states of % are dense in S(!.B) [6, Thm. 31, and I(%), 
is dense in I(‘%). 
REMARK 2.12. If b = M, with n > 2 then Corollary 2.4 together 
with Theorem 2.8 shows that a1(2I), is an open connected ense 
subset of ?V(cU). a1(‘%), isclosed and connected, while al(%)l,m 
consists of n - 2 closed connected components. a1(21),11 consists 
of exactly one state, namely the unique trace. 
3. SYMMETRIC MEASURES ON CARTESIAN PRODUCTS 
In the present section we show how the theory in Section 2 applies 
to measure theory. Let X be a compact HausdorfI space, Xi = X, 
i = 1, 2,..., and X = n& Xi with the product topology. Let P 
denote the set of probability measures on X (i.e. positive r gular 
Bore1 measures of total mass I), and let P be the set of corre- 
sponding product measures on X (see, e.g. [9, p. 1571. Let G denote the 
group of finite p rmutations ofthe positive integers, and as before, 
identify G with the group of finite p rmutations ofX. A probability 
measure is symmetric if it is G-invariant. Let 3 denote the set of 
symmetric probability measures on X. We can now state and prove 
a theorem, which together with the results onsimplexes with closed 
extreme boundaries due to Bauer [3], is a restatement ofa theorem 
of Hewitt and Savage [IO, Thms. 5.3, 7.2, and 9.41. 
THEOREM 3.1. In the notation introduced above s is a simplex 
with closed xtreme boundary equal to 18. 
Proof. Let % = & C(X,). Then % is *-isomorphic to C(X) 
[I8, Thm. 61, th e isomorphism being implemented by the homeo- 
morphism @f,, -+ (xi) of the pure states of 2I onto X, where f,, 
denotes the evaluation at the point x, in X, [S, p. 191. If Y is a compact 
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Hausdorff space then the probability measures can be identified with 
S( C( Y)) [9, pp. 247-2481. Th us the theorem is a direct corollary 
to Theorems 2.7 and 2.8. 
4. THE ANTI-COMMUTATION RELATIONS 
We say the elements br , b, ,... in an algebra with involution a d 
identity I satisfy the anti-commutation relations if b,bj + bjbi = 0, 
b,b,* + b?b, = 6,1 for all i, j. Guichardet [8, Prop. 3.31 has shown 
that he study of the anti-commutation relations is equivalent to hat of 
6% where b, = Ma . Hence the results inSection 2 may be 
applied. Since Corollary 2.4 is well known for n = 2 we shall rather 
consentrate on applications f Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, and show how a 
theorem of Shale and Stinespring [15, Thm. 41 can be recovered. 
Let & be a separable r al Hilbert space with orthonormal basis 
(co1 ,wg ,..., w; , co; )... ) w e use the notation i the introduction. Let
e5 =93 () -1 ((’ “)) , fj =Pi ((y i)) ,gi =~‘3 ((_P ;j) ,
forj = 1, 2,...  By [8, Prop. 3.71 we may identify sjwith a subspace 
of ‘$I = & bi, bi = M,, by writing 
Then o, and wi are self-adjoint uni ary operators in?I satisfying the
spin relations 
WjWk + W$Jj = WyLJW; + OJj!@J!j = 26 J 
WjW; + W;Wj = 0, 
and the operators Q(w, + iw;) satisfy the anti-commutation relations. 
Let R denote the Hilbert space spanned by or, ws ,...  If U is a 
unitary operator onR, say Uw, = xi urr5wr , then we can extend U 
to a unitary operator on the complex Hilbert space generated by $j 
by VW:, = Ci unjw; . U has then a unique extension to an auto- 
morphism LY~ of M satisfying 
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for polynomials inthe wj and CO;, see [8, Remarque 3.81. Note, 
olU is not a a-automorphism ince UOJ, is unitary but not self-adjoint. 
A state p of ‘$I is said to be universally invariant ifp = p o 01~ for all 
unitary operators U on Ji. We can now restate he quoted theorem 
of Shale and Stinespring. The proof is omitted because it follows 
from the way the theorem is stated by somewhat edious computations 
together with obvious applications f Theorems 2.7 and 2.8. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ‘3 = 6 B3, Bi = M, be the C* algebra of the 
anti-commutation relations. Let IDi denote the diagonal matrices inM, , 
and let D = & II), be considered as a subalgebra of ‘3. Then the map 
p -+ p / 3 is an afine isomorphism tothe universally invariant s ates 
of 9l onto the symmetric states ofII). Hence p is an extreme universally 
invariant s ate of ‘8 if and only if p = 6 pA , where 0 < h < 1, and 
In particular, theuniversally invariant s ates of2l are afinely isomorphic 
to the probability measures on the closed unit interval. 
5. THE COMMUTATION RELATIONS 
We shall in this ection indicate how the results insection 2 can 
be used to study the commutation relations, andshall do it for the 
simplest case with infinite d grees of freedom, namely the situation 
studied by Gkding and Wightman to obtain similar results, see [20]. 
For simplicity we use the same notation asused by Glimm [7]. Let R 
be a separable Hilbert space with orthonormal basis e, , es ,...  
Let &, denote the real linear span of e, , es ,...  Let $3; = i& . 
We assume there are two linear maps p and Q from !&, and !$$ respec- 
tively to respective commutative families of(unbounded) self-adjoint 
operators ona complex Hilbert space (the representation space) such 
that 
eiP(z)&~w) = eeB(o.~‘)eiP(~‘feip(r) (6) 
for arbitrary x = C aiei E$j,,  X’ = i C biei E& , where B(x, x’) = 
C aibi .
A bounded linear operator T (on the representation space) is said 
to depend on submanifoIds W of !&, and 9X’ of 6: in case T is in the 
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von Neumann algebra generated by eiptz) and ei*@) as x and x’ 
range over m and ‘W respectively. The von Neumann algebra so 
obtained is denoted by ‘?I(‘$& W). The C*-algebra ‘8generated by 
all ‘%(2J$ %R’) with !JJI and 2JY finite dimensional iscalled the representa- 
tion algebra offield observables, al othe Weyl algebra. If 1)31, (resp. !JJ&) 
denotes the linear span of e, ,..., e, in !& (resp. &) it is clear from the 
definition of &, that % equals the C*-algebra ‘8, generated by the 
‘%(rm, ,%I;), n = I, 2 ,...  From a theorem of von Neumann [13] 
WJ, , m;) G 2vih) with $5i a separable Hilbert space, hence an 
application of (6) shows ‘%(!IR, , @J e ibi B(!&) = ‘B& !&), with 
Jji separable, the tensor prodzct being the von Neumann algebra 
tensor product. Thus ‘%,, f @ B(a), but is close nough to it in 
order to make the techniques inSection 2 applicable. It should be 
remarked that in the more general case Glimm studied, 2l# 9X0, 
but he succeeded in extending results from ‘?I,-, to 2l[7, Thm. 81. 
Let w be a weakly cor$inuous state of a(!&). Then by continuity w 
defines a product state %?I o of %(!IQ, , m;). Hence it defines a unique 
product state, denoted by @ w, of ‘91u, . 
THEOREM 5.1. With the notation i troduced above @ w is a factor 
state of ‘8, .Furthermore, 
1) @ w is of type I, if and only a. o is a vector state. 
2) @wisoftypeII,ifandonlyifw = l/kC~zlw2j, 1 <k < 00, 
with xj orthogonal unit vectors in4j, .
3) @ w is of type III if and only if w is not of the form 1 /k CF=, wz, , 
k > 1, xi orthogonal unit vectors in!& . 
The proof is a trivial modification of the similar one given by Glimm 
[7, p. 6081 together with an application of Corollary 2.4. 
6. LARGE GROUPS OF AUTOMORPHISMS 
In this ection we include two results ofmore general nature, and 
point out how they relate othe preceding theory. If% is a C*-algebra 
with identity I,G a group, and 7 a representation of G as *-auto- 
morphisms of !!I, we say -r represents G as a large group of automor- 
phisms of % if for each G-invariant s ate p of ‘+X and all self-adjoint 
A in QI 
conv(r,,(T,(d)) : g E G)- n ~~(91) # o. 
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As pointed out in [I61 this generalizes theconcept of being asymp- 
totically abelian with respect to G. For this and other eferences see 
also [22]. Using the results ofGuichardet [S] it follows that in the 
sense of the preceding sections, two pure product states are unitarily 
equivalent ifand only if they are identical. The same for states which 
are not pure, follows from the following more general result, which 
when 2I = & %Si ,Bi = M, , G the group of finite permutations, 
follows from a theorem of Powers [Id, Thm. 2.71. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let ‘u be a C*-algebra with identity. LetG be a 
group represented as a large group of +automorphisms of %. Let p1 and p2 
be two extremal G-invariant states ofCu. Then the following are equivalent 
1) Pl = Pz * 
2) p1 and pz are unitarily equivalent. 
3) p1 and pz are quasi-equivalent. 
If moreover, p1and p2 are factor states then the above conditions are
equivalent to 
4) II Pl - P2 II < 2. 
Proof. Trivially 1)=S 2) =+ 3) and 1) S- 4). 
3) =+ 1). Assume p1 and p2 quasi-equivalent. Then there is a 
*-isomorphism OLof ‘%r onto ‘$I2 such that p2 = a: o rr, where 
‘Sj = ~j(21)-, ni = r,,, . Then if xi = x+ then 
p2 = o.J,+ 3 zr2 = w2* 0 a 0 7Tl = w 0 7rl )
where w is the normal state mZe o 01 of %r , normal since 01 is a 
*-isomorphism ofone von Neumann algebra onto another [4, p. 571. 
Let G’ denote the group of automorphisms U,,(g) . UJg)-l, g E G, 
of ‘%r ,where the UO1’s are defined by U,l(g)r,(A)U,l(g)-l = ~JT@) 
and UD1(g)xl = x1 . Then 
4U&> 44 u&w = 4d~JN = P2(704 
= P,(A) = 4Qw- 
Thus w is G/-invariant. By [16, Thm. 3.11, since p1 is extremal, 
wI1 is the unique normal G’-invariant state of !I& .Thus o = wz. , 
and p2 = p1 . 
4) * 3). Assume 11 p1 - pa I] < 2, ‘St, and $I2 are factors, and 
that p1 and p2 are not quasi-equivalent. We modify an argument of 
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Powers, [14, proof of Thm. 2.71. Let !$ = sj+ . Let $ = Q1 @ $3a ,
and let @ = n1 @) nz on 5. Let % denote the von Neumann algebra 
@(2X-. Since n1 and 7~~ are not quasi-equivalent theyare disjoint 
[5, Cor. 5.3.61. Hence if E denotes the projection of sj onto !+jr then 
C = I - 2E belongs to the center of ‘%. Then wZ,(C) = - 1. 
w%,(C) = +l, so that ll(wZ, - w.J / ‘8 11 = 2. From the Kaplansky 
Density Theorem [4, p. 461 the unit ball in @(a) is weakly dense in 
that of %. Since wZi is weakly continuous, 
and 11 p1 - pZ Ij = 2, contradicting our assumption. Thus pi and pZ are 
quasi-equivalent. 
The group U of inner *-automorphisms of 2X is large [16, Thm. 4.11, 
and the factor traces are the extremal U-invariant s ates [19] or 
[16, Thm. 4.11. Th us we obtain as a corollary to the above theorem 
the well known result [5, Cor. 6.7.41 that two distinct factor traces 
of 2l have disjoint representations. 
The results in[I71 were based on and were extensions ofideas of 
Hugenholtz [II], in which he studied representations of the additive 
group of real numbers, and showed that with certain extra ssumptions 
the factor obtained was either of type III or the invariant s ate was 
a trace. Our next result is therefore a direct extension of that of 
Hugenholtz, and is less general but sharper than the similar one 
in [17]. It should be noted that the conclusions in the theorem are 
the same as those in Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let ‘% be a C*-algebra with identity. LetG be the 
additive group of real numbers. Assume there is a strongly continuous 
representation of G as a largegroup of*-automorphisms of ‘8. Let p be a 
G-invariant factor state of ‘8. Then 
1) p is of type I1 ;f and only if p is a homomorphism. 
2) p is of type I, if and only if p is a pure state and not a homo- 
morphism. 
3) p is of type II1 ;f and only if p is a trace and not a homomorphism. 
4) p is of type II, if and only ;f w5 I 7~~(‘%)’ is a trace but p is neither 
pure nor a trace. 
5) p is of type III if and only ifwzO jr&Z)’ is not a trace. 
Proof. 1) is trivial, nd5) follows from the proof of [17, Thm. 3.11. 
We show 2). Assume % = n&X)- is of type I and not of type I1 . 
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Let g --+ U,,(g) denote the unitary representation of G obtained. 
Since ‘% is of type 1 this representation is by inner automorphisms 
[4, p. 2461. Therefore there xist unitaries V(g) E %, V’(g) E R’ such 
that U,,(g) = V(g)V’(g). C onsider this representation as by inner 
automorphisms of‘W. By [27, Thm. 3.11, %’ is of type I, , 1z finite, 
so is isomorphic toMn . Since the representation of G as automor- 
phisms of 2I is strongly continuous, the representation g --+ U,(g) is 
strongly continuous. Let A’ E %’ be non-zero. Let xi ,..., xk E FJ$, , 
E > 0. Since the map g -+ g-l is continuous there is a neighborhood 
% of 0 in G such that if g E !R then 
II uow xj -xi II <42 II A’ II , 
Then 
/I U,(g) A’Xf - A’x, I/ < E/2. 
II U,(g) A’U,(g)-l xi  A’% II 
< II u,(g) A’U,,(g)-l xi - u,(g) A’xi II + II UAd A’xi - A’%, Ilo 
< II A’ II 42 II A’ II + 42 = =, 
and UpkFWW1 + A’ strongly for each A’ E ‘8’. Since ‘!R’ is 
finite dimensional U,(g)A’ U,(g)-l +A’ uniformly as g --+ 0, and 
from consideration of a finite basis in (31’ itfollows that 
lim sup I/ U,(g) A’U,(g)-l  A’ I/ = 0, 
8-a IlA’llGl 
i.e., the representation g ---f U,(g) *U,(g)-l of G as *-automorphisms 
of %’ is norm continuous. By a theorem of Kadison [12, Thm. 4.131 
there is a strongly continuous representation g --+ U(g) of G by 
unitary operators in%’ such that 
U(g) A’U(g)-’ = V’(g) A’ v’(g)-] 
for all A’ E 9X’. Since %’ is a factor there is a real function fof G 
such that V’(g) = exp(if(g))U(g) forall g. Since G is abelian the 
U(g)‘s commute, hence so do the V’(g). In particular, thevon 
Neumann algebra ~2 generated by the V’(g), g E G, is abelian. 
Since 9? is a factor, by [16, Thm. 3.11, CI = {% u U,(G))’ = 
(‘8 u &‘}’ = %’ n &“, where U,(G) denotes the group of unitaries 
U,(g). Since R’ is of type I(indeed In), JXZ = (%’ n d’)’ n ‘B’ = ‘3 
[4, p. 307, Ex. 13b], and %’ = CI. Thus !R = S($j,), and p is pure. 
Conversely, ifpis a pure state and not a homomorphism, then ‘% is of 
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type I, , for if % is of type I, , n < co, then by [17, Thm. 3.11 p is a 
trace, hence a homomorphism, contradicting the assumption. Thus 2) 
is proved. 
The proof of 3) and 4) now follows from 2) and [17, Thm. 3.11. 
REMARK 6.3. It is easy to prove a generalization of the above 
theorem to the case when ‘8 is not a factor, but B(p) = C(p) is totally 
atomic. Indeed, the proof of the type III part is a simple xtension f
the similar argument in [17]. The type I part is generalized to: 
p is of type 1 if and only if ‘%’ is abelian (so equal to Q(p)). Thus p 
is of type II if and only if %’ is finite with no abelian summand. 
REMARK 6.4. An assumption like G being abelian is necessary. 
Indeed, if ‘$I = Mm , n > 2, G the group of inner *-automorphisms 
of ‘$I, then G is large [16, Thm. 4.11. The trace is a G-invariant factor 
state of type I, , so the conclusions of the theorem do not hold. 
REMARK 6.5. In the C*-algebra setting for quantum field theory 
the C*-algebra of local observables i asymptotically abelian with 
respect o translations f pace-like vectors (see, e.g., [17]). Thus 
Theorem 6.2 is applicable and shows in particular if there is a unique 
vacuum vector, and this vector is cyclic, then the C*-algebra oflocal 
observables is irreducible if its weak closure isof type 1. If one assumes 
the spectrum condition its weak closure will be of type I, cf. [2]. 
Note added in proof, Corollary 2.4 is a special case of a theorem of Moore [25], 
in which the types of product states of infinite products of matrix algebras are 
characterized un er much more general assumptions. Theorem 2.7 has been obtained 
independently b Hulanicki and Phelps [27]. With a more special definition f
asymptotically abelian than that of large groups Kastler and Robinson [26] obtained 
the equivalent ofTheorem 6. I. 
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